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Abstract

Objective—The current study aimed to evaluate the contribution(s) of specific opioid receptor 

systems to the analgesic and detrimental effects of morphine, observed after spinal cord injury in 

prior studies.

Study Design—We used specific opioid receptor agonists to assess the effects of µ- (DAMGO), 

δ- (DPDPE), and κ- (GR89696) opioid receptor activation on locomotor (BBB, tapered beam, 

ladder tests) and sensory (girdle, tactile, and tail-flick tests) recovery in a rodent contusion model 

(T12). We also tested the contribution of non-classic opioid binding using [+]- morphine.

Methods—First, a dose-response curve for analgesic efficacy was generated for each opioid 

agonist. Baseline locomotor and sensory reactivity was assessed 24 h after injury. Subjects were 

then treated with an intrathecal dose of a specific agonist and re-tested after 30 min. To evaluate 

effects on recovery, subjects were treated with a single dose of an agonist and both locomotor and 

sensory function were monitored for 21 d.

Results—All agonists for the classic opioid receptors, but not the [+]- morphine enantiomer, 

produced antinociception at a concentration equivalent to a dose of morphine previously shown to 

produce strong analgesic effects (0.32 μmol). DAMGO and [+]- morphine did not affect long-term 

recovery. GR89696, however, significantly undermined recovery of locomotor function at all doses 

tested.

Conclusions—Based on these data, we hypothesize that the analgesic efficacy of morphine is 

primarily mediated by binding to the classic μ-opioid receptor. Conversely, the adverse effects of 

morphine may be linked to activation of the κ-opioid receptor. Ultimately, elucidating the 

molecular mechanisms underlying the effects of morphine is imperative in order to develop safe 

and effective pharmacological interventions in a clinical setting.
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Introduction

According to the Consortium for Spinal Cord Medicine, in the critical first few days 

following spinal cord injury (SCI) many patients will experience distressing pain and 

sensitivity that arises from trauma to the cord, the spinal nerves, the spinal fracture, or from 

concomitant injuries (1). This pain will typically be treated with opioids and NSAIDs. 

Indeed, Neighbor et al. (2004) reported that 48% of 540 patients treated by a trauma team 

received opioid analgesia within 3 hours of arrival to the emergency department (2). While 

this study focused on the under-treatment of pain in the emergency setting, studies in our 

laboratory suggest that the effects of analgesics may be altered in the pathophysiological 

context of an injury. Specifically, our studies suggest that opioid use is contraindicated in the 

early phase of SCI (3-7). Acute morphine treatment increases tissue loss at the injury site, 

increases mortality, undermines weight gain, reduces recovery of motor and sensory 

function, and increases pain reactivity, even weeks after treatment (3-7). Based on these 

data, it would be tempting to suggest that morphine be eliminated as an analgesic after SCI. 

However, as pain is one of the most debilitating consequences of SCI, we cannot afford to 

simply remove any potential analgesic therapy. Rather, it is imperative that we further our 

understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying the effects of morphine, and develop 

pharmacological interventions that can be used to improve the safety and efficacy of opioids.

To address this, the current experiments evaluated the consequences of selective opioid 

receptor activation in the SCI model. Morphine is primarily a μ (mu)-opioid receptor (MOR) 

agonist, but it also interacts with the κ (kappa)-opioid receptor (KOR) and δ (delta)-opioid 

receptor (DOR), and with toll-like receptors (TLRs) in a non-classic fashion (8, 9). This 

suggests that morphine may exert adverse effects through any of these receptor systems. For 

example, whereas activation of the MOR is typically associated with analgesia, binding of 

morphine to the MOR is also thought to initiate G-protein mediated protein kinase C (PKC) 

translocation and activation, promoting the removal of the NMDA receptor Mg+ plug (10) 

and allowing Ca2+ influx. Chronic morphine exposure is also associated with down 

regulation of glutamate transporters, directly contributing to the heightened activity of 

NMDA receptors (11, 12). In this way, morphine may act through the MOR to potentiate 

NMDA receptor activation, maintaining central sensitization and hyperalgesia in the neural 

system, and leading to excitotoxic cell death (13, 14). Morphine may also undermine 

recovery of function after SCI by activating the KOR system. Behaviorally, Faden and 

colleagues have demonstrated that intrathecal administration of dynorphin (an endogenous 

KOR ligand) causes hindlimb paralysis in neurologically intact rats, and blocking the KOR 

improves neurological outcomes after a contusion SCI (15, 16).

Alternatively, morphine may exert its negative effects through activation of non-classic 

opioid receptors found on immune-competent cells (17-20). For example, research suggests 

that opioid ligands can bind to TLR4 (the receptor that recognizes lipopolysaccharide) and 
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its accessory molecules in a non-stereoselective manner, leading to glial activation and 

initiating the inflammatory response (9, 21-23). The subsequent release of pro-inflammatory 

cytokines in the spinal cord has been shown to oppose opioid analgesia and facilitate pain 

(24, 25). Importantly, in our SCI model, we have shown that morphine administration results 

in increased pro-inflammatory cytokine expression at the injury site, and that blocking the 

interleukin-1 (IL-1) receptor during treatment with this analgesic prevents the morphine-

induced attenuation of locomotor recovery (4). These data suggest that by binding to non-

classic opioid receptors, morphine may alter the normal immune response following SCI, 

resulting in the adverse long-term consequences typically observed in this model.

Based on these hypotheses, and in order to more clearly dissociate the beneficial (analgesic) 

and deleterious consequences of morphine treatment, the experiments presented here 

examined the effects of classic and non-classic opioid receptor activation through the use of 

selective opioid agonists. Experiment 1 compared the analgesic efficacy of the classic (μ 

(DAMGO), δ (DPDPE), κ-2 (GR89696)) and non-classic ([+]- morphine) opioid agonists. 

All agonists for the classic opioid receptors produced analgesia at a concentration equivalent 

to an effective dose of morphine (0.32 μmol) but, not surprisingly, the unnatural [+]- 

enantiomer of morphine did not produce analgesia. Experiment 2 assessed the long-term 

effects of the opioid agonists on the recovery of locomotor function. Whereas, DAMGO and 

[+]- morphine did not affect long-term recovery, GR89696 significantly undermined 

locomotor function. The selective KOR agonist also increased the lesion size caudal to the 

injury site. Activation of the KOR system is sufficient to undermine locomotor recovery 

after SCI.

General Methods

Subjects

The subjects were male Sprague-Dawley rats obtained from Harlan (Houston, TX). They 

were approximately 90-110 days old (300-350 g) and were individually housed in Plexiglas 

bins [45.7 (length) × 23.5 (width) × 20.3 (height) cm] with food and water continuously 

available. Food consumption and subject weights were recorded daily. Following surgery, 

subjects were manually expressed in the morning (8:00-9:30 a.m.) and in the evening 

(6:00-7:30 p.m.) until they regained full bladder control (which was operationally defined as 

three consecutive days with an empty bladder at the time of expression), and were checked 

daily for signs of autophagia and spastic hypertonia. Subjects were classified as having 

spastic hypertonia if they showed abnormal increases in muscle tone accompanied by 

exaggerated tendon jerks. The rats were maintained on a 12 hour light/dark cycle and all 

behavioral testing was conducted during the light cycle. All of the experiments reported here 

were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care Committee at Texas A&M 

University and all NIH guidelines for the care and use of animal subjects were followed.

Experimental Design

In Experiment 1 (A-D) dose-response curves were generated, recording sensory reactivity to 

nociceptive stimuli after treatment with the selective opioid receptor agonists. In total, 48 

subjects (n=4 for each agonist dose) were used for this experiment. Experiment 2 (A-C) 
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assessed the effects of opioid receptor activation on long-term recovery of function. In total, 

72 subjects (n=8 for each agonist dose) were used for this experiment.

Surgery

Subjects received a moderate contusion injury using the Infinite Horizon spinal cord 

impactor (PSI, Fairfax Station, VA). Briefly, subjects were anesthetized with isoflurane (5%, 

gas), and after a stable level of anesthesia was reached, the concentration of isoflurane was 

lowered to 2-3%. The subject's back was shaved and disinfected with iodine and a 5.0 cm 

incision was made over the spinal cord. Two incisions were made on the vertebral column on 

each side of the dorsal spinous processes, extending about 2 cm rostral and caudal to the 

T12-T13 segment. Muscle and connective tissue were then dissected to expose the 

underlying vertebral segments. Musculature around the transverse processes was cleared to 

allow for clamping of the vertebral spinal column. Next, the dorsal spinous processes at 

T12-T13 were removed (laminectomy), and the spinal tissue exposed. The dura remained 

intact. The vertebral column was fixed within the IH device using two pairs of Adson 

forceps. A moderate injury was produced using an impact force of 150 kdynes and a 1 s 

dwell time. After injury, a 15-cm-long polyethylene (PE-10) cannula, fitted with a 0.23 cm 

(diameter) stainless steel wire (SWGX-090; Small Parts), was threaded 2 cm under the 

vertebrae immediately caudal to the injury site. The tubing was inserted into the 

subarachnoid space. To prevent cannula movement, the exposed end of the tubing was 

secured to the vertebrae rostral to the injury using tissue adhesive (Vetbond). The wire was 

then pulled from the tubing and the wound was closed using Michel clips. To help prevent 

infection, subjects were treated with 100 000 units/kg Pfizerpen (penicillin G potassium) 

immediately after surgery and again 2 days later. For the first 24 h after surgery, rats were 

placed in a recovery room maintained at 26.6 °C. To compensate for fluid loss, subjects were 

given 3 ml of saline after surgery. Michel clips were removed 14 d after surgery.

Drug Preparation

DAMGO (MOR), DPDPE (DOR), and GR89696 (KOR) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich 

(St. Louis, MO). The unnatural [+]- enantiomer of morphine (National Institute of Drug 

Abuse, Bethesda, MD) was also tested. DAMGO and DPDPE were dissolved in 10 μL of 

distilled water. GR89696 was dissolved in 10 μL of 34% DMSO solution. [+]- morphine was 

dissolved in 10 N hydrochloric acid and then titrated with 1N sodium hydroxide to pH 5–6, 

which was diluted to the intended concentration with 0.9 % saline (16 μL) for injection. In 

all cases, the drugs were administered intrathecally (i.t.), followed by a 10 μL injection of 

saline to flush the catheter. Drug administration took place 24 h following surgery.

Assessments of Sensory Reactivity

Thermal reactivity was assessed immediately before, and 30 min after, drug administration 

using radiant heat in the tail-flick test. Subjects were placed in restraining tubes and allowed 

to acclimate to the tail-flick apparatus (IITC Inc., Life Science, CA) and testing room 

(maintained at 26.5°C) for 15 min. Prior to testing, the temperature of the light, focused on 

the tail, was set to elicit a baseline tail-flick response in approximately 4 s in an intact rat. 

This pre-set temperature was then maintained across the SCI subjects. In testing, the latency 

to flick the tail away from the radiant heat source (light) was recorded. If a subject failed to 
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respond, the test trial was automatically terminated after 8 s of heat exposure. Two tests 

occurred at 2-minute intervals, and the last tail-flick latency was recorded.

To test mechanical reactivity, von Frey filaments (Semmes-Weinstein Anesthesiometer, 

Stoelting Co., Chicago, IL) of increasing strength were applied every 2s in sequence to the 

plantar surface of the paw. The stimuli were presented until subjects exhibited a motor (paw 

withdrawal) and vocalization response. The intensity of the stimuli that produced the 

responses was reported using the formula provided by Semmes-Weinstein: Intensity=log10 

(10,000 * g force). If one or both responses (motor and vocal) were not observed, testing 

was terminated at a force of 300 g. Each subject was tested twice on each foot in a 

counterbalanced ABBA order.

Tactile reactivity was also assessed at the level of injury using the girdle test (26). For this 

test, the girdle region was shaved and a grid map of the girdle zone for allodynic responding 

was made on the rats using an indelible marker (44 squares). To ensure that the rats 

remained calm for testing, they were handled for 5 minutes immediately prior to beginning 

the girdle test. A von Frey filament with bending force of 204.14 mN (26 g force) was then 

applied to each point on the grid, and vocalization responses were recorded and mapped 

onto a grid map of that animal. Since animals do not normally vocalize to this stimulus, a 

vocalization response indicated that a noxious stimulus was experienced. In mapping the 

area of response, the number of vocalizations are recorded (Nv) and normalized by the 

following formula: (Nv × 100)/total number of applications (44), indicating the percent 

vocalizations out of the total number of applications. To evaluate the long-term recovery of 

sensory function in Experiment 2, reactivity thresholds were re-assessed after day 21 post 

injury, as described above.

Locomotor Recovery

Locomotor behavior was assessed for 21 days post-injury, using the Basso, Beattie and 

Bresnahan (BBB) scale (27) in an open enclosure (a blue children's wading pool, 99 cm in 

diameter, 23 cm deep). Baseline motor function was assessed on the day following injury 

and prior to drug treatment. Locomotor behavior was then scored once per day for 1 week 

(days 2–7). Subjects were scored every other day from day 9 to day 15 and every third day 

on days 18 and 21. Because rodents often remain motionless (freeze) when first introduced 

to a new apparatus, subjects were acclimated to the observation fields for 5 min per day for 3 

days prior to surgery. Each subject was placed in the open field and observed for 4 min. Care 

was taken to ensure that all investigators’ scoring behavior had high intra- and inter- 

observer reliability (scores were subjected to a Pearson correlation, with a minimum 

coefficient of 0.89) and that they were blind to the subject's experimental treatment.

Locomotor scores were transformed, as described by Ferguson et al. (28), to help assure that 

the data were amendable to parametric analyses. Briefly, this transformation pools BBB 

scores of 2–4, removing a discontinuity in the scale. The transformation also pools scores 

from a region of the scale (scores of 14–21) that is very seldom used under the present injury 

parameters. By pooling these scores, we obtain an ordered scale that is relatively continuous 

with units that have approximately equivalent interval spacing. Meeting these criteria allows 
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us to apply metric operations (computation of mean performance across legs), improves the 

justification for parametric statistical analyses, and increases statistical power.

Additional measures of motor recovery were obtained at the end of the 21-day recovery 

period using ladder walk (29) and beam walk (30-32) tasks. Prior to testing, subjects were 

habituated to the experimental context for 3 days (8 min per day). During this period of 

familiarization, they were trained to traverse a wide beam (48.3 cm) to enter a black box 

positioned at the end of the beam runway. The beginning of the runway is brightly lit, 

motivating subjects to move toward the dark box. They were left in the box for 2 min after 

they had traversed the beam. Subjects were then tested on the beam and ladder walk test.

The beam walk test provides a comparative index of the postural stability of the subjects, as 

well as a gross measure of paw placement abilities. In this test, the subject's ability to 

traverse a tapered was assessed. The beam was 6.75 in (17.14 cm) wide at the start, and 

0.375 in (0.95 cm) wide at the other end. We recorded the width at which each foot failed to 

plantar place on the beam. The average width across the two legs was used as an index of 

beam walk performance.

The ladder task provides a measure of the extent to which experimental manipulations affect 

the fine motor abilities of the hindpaws. In the ladder walk test, the subjects were required to 

cross a horizontal ladder (20 cm wide; 37 rungs at 2.5 cm spacing) in order to reach the 

black box. Using post hoc frame-by-frame video analyses, we then recorded how many 

times the subjects did not successfully place their hindpaws (their paws slipped between the 

rungs). Subjects that failed to plantar place on the ladder were given a maximum score of 22 

footslips.

Histology

At the end of behavioral testing, subjects were deeply anesthetized (100 mg/kg of 

beuthanasia, i.p.) and perfused intracardially with 4% paraformaldehyde. A 1-cm-long 

segment of the spinal cord that included the lesion center was taken and prepared for 

cryostat sectioning. The tissue was sectioned coronally (20 μm) and every 10th slice was 

preserved for staining. All sections were stained with cresyl violet for Nissl substance and 

luxol fast blue for myelin (33, 34).

The total cross-sectional area of the cord and spared tissue was assessed at the lesion center 

using Neurolucida software (MFB Bioscience, USA). Sections ± 600, 1200, and 1800 μm 

from the lesion center (rostral and caudal) were also traced and analyzed. Four indices of 

lesion magnitude were derived: lesion, residual gray matter, residual white matter, and 

width. To determine the area of lesion, an observer who was blind to the experimental 

treatments, traced around the boundaries of cystic formations and areas of dense gliosis (27). 

Nissl-stained areas that contained neurons and glia of approximately normal densities 

denoted residual gray matter. White matter was judged spared in myelin-stained areas 

lacking dense gliosis and swollen fibers. The total area of each cross-section was derived by 

summing the areas of damage, and gray and white matter. Width was determined from the 

most lateral points across the transverse plane. These analyses yielded six parameters for 
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each section: white matter area, gray matter area, spared tissue (white + gray), damaged 

tissue area, net area (white + gray + damage), and section width.

To control for variability in section area across subjects, we applied a correction factor 

derived from standard undamaged cord sections, taken from age-matched controls. This 

correction factor is based on section widths and is multiplied by all area measurements to 

standardize area across analyses (35). By standardizing area across sections we were able to 

estimate the degree to which tissue is “missing” (i.e., tissue loss from atrophy, necrosis, or 

apoptosis). An accurate assessment of the degree to which a treatment has impacted, or 

lesioned, the cord includes both the remaining “damaged” tissue as well as resolved lesioned 

areas. When we sum the amount of “missing” tissue and the measured “damaged” area, we 

can derive an index of the relative lesion (% relative lesion) in each section that is 

comparable across sections. We can also compute the relative percent of gray and white 

matter remaining in each section, relative to intact controls. These measures are highly 

correlated with various measures of behavioral performance including BBB locomotor 

scores, recovery of bladder function, and reactivity to shock (35).

Statistical Analysis

Change from baseline scores [Reactivity after drug - Reactivity prior to drug] were used to 

assess the analgesic efficacy of the specific opioid receptor agonists. The scores were 

analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOVA), with a Duncan correction for post-hoc tests. 

Scores were also subjected to trend analyses (polynomial regressions for linear and quadratic 

contrasts) to characterize dose-dependent changes in behavior. Individual dose groups were 

further evaluated using paired t-tests.

In experiments with a continuous independent variable (e.g., recovery of locomotor function 

across days), mixed-design ANOVAs were used. Because pre-treatment locomotor 

performance, assessed with the BBB scale, can account for a large variance in recovery 

across subjects, analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) were also used when appropriate (e.g., 

when day 1 scores were a significant covariant). Significant between-subject differences 

were further analyzed by comparing group means using Duncan's New Multiple Range Test 

(p <0.05). Group differences on dichotomous variables (e.g., autophagia) were evaluated 

using chi-square probability tests. This test allows for comparisons of simple (2 × 2) 

frequency tables with relatively small samples.

Statement of Ethics

We certify that all applicable institutional and governmental regulations concerning the 

ethical use of animals were followed during the course of this research.

Results

Experiment 1: Analgesic efficacy

Drug administration took place 24 h following surgery. After baseline motor and sensory 

assessments, rats were assigned to treatment conditions that were balanced across BBB 

scores. Each subject then received a single dose of a specific agonist. For the assessment of 
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analgesic efficacy, a dose-response curve was generated for each agonist beginning with a 

molar concentration equivalent to an effective dose of morphine (90 μg or 0.32 μmol), as 

established in previous studies (Hook et al., 2007, 2009, 2011). Subsequent doses were 

chosen based on the analgesia observed.

Experiment 1A. Analgesic efficacy of DAMGO—Similar to the effects of intrathecal 

morphine administration, DAMGO produced strong analgesia for all measures of 

nociceptive reactivity (Figure 1). In the tail flick test, the latency to move the tail away from 

the stimulus increased following drug administration at all doses tested. Although 

approaching significance, an ANOVA on change from baseline values did not detect any 

differences across groups (F (3, 12) = 3.42, p = 0.053). A trend analysis, however, showed a 

significant linear effect, with analgesic efficacy increasing as doses increased (F (1, 12) = 

9.81, p < 0.05). Individual paired t-tests showed significantly different changes in response 

latency relative to baseline values at the highest doses, 0.16 μmol (t = −4.615, p < 0.05) and 

0.32 μmol (t = −11.55, p < 0.05). In fact, subjects that received 0.32 μmol of DAMGO, a 

dose commensurate with an effective dose of morphine, did not flick their tail at all during 

presentation of the heat stimulus (the test was automatically terminated at 8 seconds to 

prevent tissue injury).

To verify the effectiveness of drug treatment, both spinal (motor) and supraspinal (vocal) 

measures of nociceptive reactivity were also recorded during von Frey stimulation. The 

results demonstrated significant differences across doses for motor (F (3, 12)=4.39, p < 0.05) 

but not vocal (F (3, 12)=1.83, p > 0.05) responses (Figure 1). Trend analyses revealed a 

significant linear effect for motor reactivity (F (1, 12)=12.11, p < 0.05), but only approached 

significance for vocal reactivity (F (1, 12)=4.52, p = 0.055). As in the tail flick test, 

individual t-tests showed significant effects of DAMGO treatment at the highest doses. 

Compared to baseline, significantly increased thresholds were observed at 0.16 μmol (t = 

−4.57, p < 0.05) and 0.32 μmol (t = −5.09, p < 0.05) for motor, and at 0.32 μmol (t = −3.83, 

p < 0.05) for vocal responses.

There were no significant differences across doses for girdle reactivity (F (3,12) = 1.80, p > 

0.05). As shown in Figure 1, while there was a tendency for decreased reactivity in subjects 

treated with the highest doses of DAMGO (0.32 μmol and 0.16 μmol), a trend analysis did 

not yield a significant effect (F= 4.16, p = 0.06).

Experiment 1B. Analgesic efficacy of DPDPE—Administration of DPDPE, a 

selective agonist for the DOR, produced mild analgesia (Figure 1). In the tail flick test, 

response latency increased at higher doses (0.16 and 0.32 μmol), but an ANOVA on change 

from baseline values did not detect any significant differences across groups (F (2, 8) = 2.53, 

p > 0.05). Trend analyses showed that a linear effect approached, but did not reach, 

significance (F (2, 8) = 2.53, p > 0.059). Furthermore, no significant pre- to post-treatment 

changes were observed using individual t-tests. As opposed to the effects of DAMGO, even 

the highest dose of DPDPE (0.32 μmol) failed to completely abolish the tail flick response.

Similarly, no significant differences across doses were observed on motor (F (2, 8) = .993, p 
> 0.05) or vocal (F (2, 8) = 3.73, p > 0.05) responses using the von Frey test. Individual t-
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tests, however, showed that DPDPE significantly increased the threshold for vocalization at 

the 0.16 μmol (t = −3.37, p < 0.05), but not the 0.32 μmol, dose. No effects on girdle 

reactivity were observed after DPDPE administration (F (2, 8) = 1.44, p > 0.05).

Experiment 1C. Analgesic efficacy of GR89696—Like DAMGO, the KOR agonist 

produced a strong analgesic response on the tests of thermal and mechanical reactivity 

(Figure 1). Subjects treated with GR89696 showed increased latencies on the tail flick test 

across all doses, when compared to baseline values. The highest dose administered (0.32 

μmol) resulted in complete analgesia. Although no significant differences were observed 

across the doses using ANOVAs (F (3, 12) = 1.15, p > 0.05), individual t-tests showed a 

significant effect of treatment at the highest doses, 0.16 μmol (t = −3.38, p < 0.05) and 0.32 

μmol (t = −10.13, p < 0.05), when compared to pre-treatment values.

On the von Frey test of tactile reactivity, GR89696 administration appeared to raise motor 

and vocal response thresholds when compared to pre-treatment values (Figure 1). As with 

the tail flick test, no statistically significant differences were observed across doses for either 

motor (F (3, 12) = 0.16, p > 0.05) or vocal (F (3, 12) = 0.70, p > 0.05) responses. Individual 

t-tests indicated that 0.16 μmol of GR89696, however, significantly increased the threshold 

for motor reactivity at 30 minutes post-treatment (t = −6.79, p < 0.05).

No effects on girdle reactivity were observed after treatment with GR89696 (F (3, 12) = 

1.08, p > 0.05). Interestingly, however, in addition to analgesia, subjects that were treated 

with GR89696 (irrespective of dose) displayed signs of spontaneous pain (vocalizations, 

writhing, and agitation in the absence of external stimulation) following the intrathecal 

injection. As opposed to the Straub-like effects of DAMGO, subjects that received GR89696 

showed continued movement while in the restraining tubes and repeated vocalizations in the 

absence of stimulation. This behavior was not exhibited by vehicle-treated controls.

Experiment 1D. Analgesic efficacy of [+]- morphine—Selective binding to non-

classic opioid receptors, using the unnatural [+]- enantiomer of morphine, did not result in 

analgesia (Figure 1). A starting dose of 0.32 μmol, which was effective for all of the classic 

opioid receptor agonists, did not produce analgesia on any of the tests. There were no 

significant differences between pre- and post-treatment scores on the tail-flick test (t = 

−1.83, p > 0.05), or on motor (t = 3.00, p > 0.05) or vocal (t = 1.73, p > 0.05) reactivity to 

mechanical stimuli. Similarly, no effects were observed for responses to at-level stimulation 

using the girdle test (t = −2.03, p > 0.05). Since [+]- morphine did not show any analgesic 

efficacy at the highest dose in any of these behavioral tests, lower doses were not tested.

Experiment 2: Recovery of Function

To assess the long-term effects of opioid receptor activation after SCI, subjects were also 

administered a single intrathecal dose of DAMGO, GR89696, or [+]- morphine 24 hours 

following contusion, and monitored for a 21-day recovery period. For these experiments, 

low and high doses were chosen based on the results of Experiment 1 (only the 0.32 μmol 

dose was tested in the case of [+]- morphine). Since the literature does not point to a 

detrimental role of DOR activation, and due to its limited analgesic profile (see Figure 1), 

the long-term effects of DPDPE administration were not assessed.
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Experiment 2A. Effects of DAMGO on recovery following SCI—As can be seen in 

Figure 2A, administration of DAMGO did not significantly affect recovery of locomotor 

function at any of the doses tested. Locomotor scores collected before treatment on day 1 did 

not differ across dose groups (F (2, 21) = 0.03, p > 0.05). Mean BBB scores on day 1 ranged 

from 2.13 ± 0.41, for subjects treated with vehicle, to 2.25 ± 0.41, for the 0.32 μmol dose 

group. A mixed-design ANOVA also showed that there were no significant differences 

between the groups across the recovery period (F (2, 21) = 0.33, p > 0.05). Motor recovery 

was further evaluated at the end of the 21-day recovery period using the tapered beam and 

ladder walk tests. Treatment with DAMGO did not have any significant effect on either 

beam ((F (2, 21) = 0.60, p > 0.05) or ladder performance (F (2, 21) = 1.56, p > 0.05).

Sensory function was assessed at the end of the 21-day recovery period using the tail-flick, 

von Frey, and girdle tests. DAMGO did not have a significant effect on thermal reactivity (F 
(2, 21) = 0.57, p > 0.05), motor (F (2, 21) = 2.51, p > 0.05) or vocal reactivity (F (2, 21) = 

1.87, p > 0.05) to a mechanical stimulus applied to the hind paws. An ANOVA, however, 

uncovered a main effect of drug dose on the girdle test (F (2, 21) = 4.20, p < 0.05) with the 

vehicle controls showing more reactivity to at-level stimulation than either the 0.04 μmol or 

0.32 μmol groups. This difference, however, was based on a comparison of 1.7% 

vocalizations by the vehicle controls, to zero vocalizations by the 0.04 and 0.32 μmol 

groups, and thus may not be functionally significant.

During the recovery period, weight was also monitored as an index of general health. To 

control for the variability observed in starting weight within each group, a difference score 

was calculated by subtracting the starting weight (weight at the day of surgery) from daily 

weight across recovery. As shown in Figure 2B all subjects exhibited weight loss over the 

first week, and then slowly regained weight over the subsequent weeks. The drug treatment, 

however, did not affect weight at any of the doses tested (F (2, 21) = 0.16, p > 0.05). Mean 

weight loss across recovery for subjects treated with vehicle was 28.90 ± 1.72 grams, 32.04 

± 2.14 grams for the 0.04 μmol group, and 30.25 ± 1.90 grams for the 0.32 μmol group.

In addition to weight, we also recorded mortalities, autophagia, spastic hypertonia, and 

recovery of bladder control to assess general health. In this experiment, there were no 

mortalities or spastic hypertonia observed in any of the treatment groups. Further, only one 

subject (0.32 μmol group) showed signs of autophagia, and one recovered bladder function 

(vehicle group) across the entire experiment.

Experiment 2B. Effects of GR89696 on recovery following SCI—In contrast to 

DAMGO, administration of GR89696 in the acute phase of SCI undermined recovery of 

locomotor function at all doses tested (Figure 3A, B). Locomotor scores collected before 

treatment on day 1 did not differ across groups (F (2, 21) = 0.40, p > 0.05). Mean BBB 

scores ranged from 1.38 ± 0.26 for the 0.04 μmol group to 1.94 ± 0.57 for the 0.01 μmol 

group. There was also no main effect of drug treatment (F (3, 27) = 2.00, p > 0.05) on 

locomotor recovery. However, using day 1 scores as a covariate, an ANCOVA revealed that 

there was a significant interaction between drug dose and BBB scores across the 21 day 

recovery period (F (33, 297) = 1.86, p <0. 05). An ANOVA comparing locomotor function 

from Days 13-21, when locomotor performances had stabilized, revealed a main effect of 
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dose on locomotor function (F (3, 28) = 3.01, p <0. 05). As can be seen in Figure 3B, 

subjects treated with GR89696, irrespective of dose, displayed significantly lower levels of 

locomotor recovery relative to vehicle-treated controls (p < 0.05). Vehicle-treated controls 

also performed better than GR89696-treated subjects on additional tests of locomotor 

recovery. As shown in Figure 3, controls walked across the narrow edge of the tapered beam 

with more success than experimental subjects (Figure 3C), and made less errors when 

traversing a ladder (Figure 3D). These differences, however, did not reach statistical 

significance on either the beam (F (3, 28) = 2.10, p > 0.05) or ladder walk tests (F (3, 28) = 

1.83, p > 0.05).

At the end of the 21-day recovery period, tests of sensory reactivity showed that 

administration of GR89696 did not affect thermal reactivity (F (3, 28) = 2.77, p > 0.05), 

motor reactivity to tactile stimulation (F (3, 28) = 2.49, p > 0.05), or at-level allodynia 

assessed with the girdle test (F (3, 28) = 0.29, p > 0.05; data not shown). However, as shown 

in Figure 4D, ANOVAs uncovered significant differences for vocal reactivity across doses (F 
(3, 28) = 2.95, p < 0.05), with subjects in the 0.01 μmol group showing decreased reactivity 

thresholds when compared to subjects in the 0.32 μmol and control groups.

Weight loss across recovery was unaffected by GR89696 treatment (F (3, 28) = 1.09, p > 

0.05; data not shown). As normally observed following SCI, all subjects showed decreased 

weight early after injury, which was slowly regained over time. Mean weight loss across 

recovery for subjects treated with vehicle was 19.60 ± 1.60 grams, 23.76 ± 1.90 grams for 

the 0.01 μmol group, 25.28 ± 2.04 grams for the 0.04 μmol group, and 29.59 ± 1.85 grams 

for the 0.32 μmol group. There were no significant effects of drug treatment on recovery of 

bladder control F (3, 28) = 0.43, p > 0.05). Mortality was also unaffected, with only one 

death recorded in the vehicle group, and one in the 0.32 μmol group. Only one case of 

spastic hypertonia was observed (0.01 μmol group) for the entire experiment. Finally, 

although we observed a dose-dependent increase in autophagia, this was not a statistically 

significant effect (χ2= 7.38, p > 0.05).

Experiment 2C. Effects of [+]-morphine on recovery following SCI—Surprisingly, 

administration of the unnatural [+]- enantiomer of morphine did not have any significant 

effects on recovery of locomotor function (Figure 5A), despite administering a dose 

equivalent to the natural [−]- enantiomer of morphine previously shown to undermine 

recovery (4, 6). Mean BBB scores collected before treatment on day 1 were 1.88 ± 0.35 for 

vehicle-treated controls and 1.81 ± 0.38 for [+]- morphine-treated subjects, and did not differ 

statistically (F (1, 14) = 0.02, p > 0.05). No differences in locomotor recovery emerged 

between the groups across the recovery period (F (1, 14) = 0.20, p > 0.05). There were also 

no significant differences between the groups after day 21 on either the beam (F (1, 14) = 

1.18, p > 0.05) or ladder (F (1, 14) = 0.02, p > 0.05) tests.

Similarly, treatment with the morphine enantiomer early after the contusion did not affect 

sensory reactivity after day 21 post-injury (data not shown). Subjects that received [+]- 

morphine did not differ from their vehicle-treated counterparts on any of the sensory 

reactivity tests [tail flick (F (1, 14) = 0.86, p > 0.05), tactile motor (F (1, 14) = 0.28, p > 

0.05), tactile vocal (F (1, 14) = 1.18, p > 0.05), and girdle (F (1, 14) = 1.16, p > 0.05)]. 
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Weight loss across recovery was also unaffected by [+]- morphine treatment (F (1, 14) = 

1.24, p > 0.05, Figure 5B). On average, subjects treated with vehicle lost 23.75 ± 1.58 grams 

across recovery, while subjects treated with [+]- morphine lost 28.55 ± 1.67 grams.

Lastly, we did not observe any significant effects of drug treatment on mortality (a single 

subject died in the vehicle group). None of the subjects recovered bladder control, and no 

spastic hypertonia was recorded throughout the duration of the experiment. Administration 

of [+]- morphine appeared to exacerbate autophagia, with 37.5% of [+]- morphine subjects 

demonstrating signs of self-harm, compared to 0% of vehicle-treated controls. This effect 

approached, but did not reach statistical significance (χ2= 3.69, p = 0.055).

Histological Results

Since GR89696 administration had a significant impact on locomotor recovery, we wanted 

to see whether the effects were due to decreased tissue sparing at the injury site. Four 

measures were analyzed: residual white matter, residual gray matter, tissue damage, and 

relative lesion (damage + missing tissue). There were no effects of drug dose on any of our 

histological measures at the center of the lesion (Figure 6). Similarly, there were no 

significant effects rostral to the lesion, although a main effect of drug dose on residual gray 

matter approached significance (F (2, 17) = 2.99, p = 0.077). Caudally, however, we found a 

significant main effect of dose on residual gray matter (F (2, 15) = 5.74, p < 0.05). Post-hoc 

analyses revealed that subjects in the 0.01 μmol group had significantly less spared gray 

matter than subjects treated with vehicle. A main effect of drug dose also approached, but 

did not reach, significance for the measure of tissue damage caudal to the injury site (F (2, 

15) = 2.98, p = 0.08). There were no significant effects on residual white matter at this level 

of the spinal cord.

Discussion

In accordance with the literature, in this study we showed that following SCI, DAMGO, the 

selective agonist for the MOR, produced the most robust analgesia in tests of thermal and 

mechanical reactivity. Administration of DPDPE, a DOR-agonist, only produced modest 

analgesia, even at the highest doses tested. Surprisingly, treatment with GR89696, resulted 

in strong analgesia at higher doses, although transient agitation was also observed in subjects 

treated with this KOR-agonist. Unfortunately, despite its analgesic efficacy, a single dose of 

GR89696 also significantly undermined recovery of locomotor function, increased 

mechanical reactivity, and decreased gray matter sparing after SCI. In fact, even the lowest 

dose of GR89696 replicated the negative side effects associated with morphine treatment in 

our previous studies (4, 6)- even at a dose 32 times smaller. These results indicate increased 

involvement of the spinal KOR system following injury, and further underscore the need to 

re-evaluate the safety of clinically used opioids for the treatment of pain in the SCI 

population.

Based on the data presented here, we propose that the analgesic efficacy of intrathecal 

morphine in the SCI model (4, 6) is mediated by binding to the μ- and κ-opioid receptors. 

While studies on opioid receptor distribution in the spinal cord support the significant 

contribution of the MOR to the antinociceptive effects of morphine (36, 37), the results of 
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selective activation of the KOR were unexpected. Studies have long disputed the role of the 

KOR in spinal analgesia. For example, in a study by Leighton and colleagues (38), 

intrathecal administration of three different KOR agonists (PD1 17302, U50488, U69593) 

failed to increase antinociception to noxious mechanical and thermal stimuli, even at doses 

up to 100 μg. Others have suggested that KOR-mediated analgesia is intensity- and stimulus-

dependent, with intrathecally applied KOR ligands showing potency on tests of chemical-

visceral pain but not cutaneous-thermal or electrical sensory input (39-41). Furthermore, 

intrathecal administration of exogenous and endogenous KOR ligands has also been 

associated with paralysis and flaccidity of the tail and hind limbs, effects which complicate 

the interpretation of analgesic tests requiring a motor response (38, 42). In contrast to these 

studies, however, others have shown that KOR agonists can produce significant spinal 

analgesia (43, 44). Indeed using knockout mice, Yamada et al. (45) found that intrathecal 

administration of morphine produced analgesia in the absence of MORs by acting through 

spinal KORs. In our studies the KOR agonist, GR89696, exhibited an analgesic profile 

comparable to morphine and the selective MOR agonist, DAMGO. Acute intrathecal 

administration of GR89696 increased subjects’ thermal and mechanical thresholds. 

Furthermore, we verified that the decreased motor responses in these tests were not simply 

due to paralysis by recording vocal responses to stimulation. Subjects treated with GR89696 

displayed increased vocal response thresholds with mechanical stimulation, indicative of 

analgesia. Overall, these findings point to an important role for the spinal KOR system in 

intrinsic pain modulation after SCI.

It is possible that distinct KOR subtypes mediate analgesia at the level of the spinal cord. 

Indeed, evidence for further classifying the KOR into subtypes 1, 2, and 3 has emerged from 

binding and pharmacological studies (46). Molecular evidence, however, does not support 

these subdivisions. For instance, only one KOR gene has been identified, which eliminates 

all KOR activity upon genetic knockout (46). Instead of receptor subtypes, the different 

pharmacological profiles could be driven by other factors, including alternative gene 

splicing, post-translational modifications, receptor dimerization, and the activation of diverse 

effector proteins (47). From a behavioral standpoint, however, this does not negate the 

importance of different pharmacologically-identified receptor subtypes, especially in the 

area of pain research. For instance, opioid compounds thought to bind to different KOR 

subtypes show distinct analgesic profiles. In comparison to KOR subtype 1 (KOR1) 

agonists, intrathecal administration of KOR subtype 2 (KOR2) agonists are more effective 

anti-hyperalgesic agents in inflammatory models (48). Intrathecal oxycodone also results in 

antinociceptive effects following nerve injury and has been proposed to act as a KOR2 

agonist (49). This coincides with our findings with GR89696, which is thought to be a 

selective ligand for KOR2. Furthermore, these studies also point to an interaction between 

injury and KOR2 function.

In addition, in our study, the analgesic efficacy of intrathecal GR89696 could also reflect 

changes in KOR expression following injury. We know that in the spinal cord, KOR density 

is not set, but fluctuates in response to a variety of factors. For example, spinal KOR levels 

vary across the estrous cycle in rats, decreasing during diestrus (50). Alterations have also 

been reported following inflammation or peripheral nerve injury (51-53). The spinal KOR 

system also appears to undergo modifications after SCI. Studies have shown that 
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immunoreactivity of endogenous KOR ligands increases progressively with injury severity 

in the spinal cord following trauma (54). Further, using [3H]ethylketocyclazocine, Krumins 

et al. (55) showed significantly increased binding at the site of a spinal cord injury that was 

evident as early as two hours post-SCI and up to 7 days. This upregulation of KOR 

expression and binding may affect locomotor function. Indeed, dynorphin alone has been 

shown to induce paraplegia in animals, even when administered to the intact spinal cord (15, 

42). These findings, combined with the results presented here, implicate the KOR system in 

the pathophysiology of SCI.

We hypothesize that upregulated KOR expression following SCI may exacerbate secondary 

injury processes. While increased KOR expression on presynaptic terminals and neurons of 

the dorsal horn may be responsible for greater KOR-mediated analgesia after SCI, increased 

KOR expression on glial cells may be related to the adverse long-term effects on locomotor 

and sensory recovery. For example, Xu et al. (56) have shown that KOR activation 

contributes to astrocyte proliferation after a partial sciatic nerve ligation. In this study, 

dynorphin knock-out mice, mice with a homozygous KOR deletion, and mice treated with a 

specific KOR antagonist (norBNI) failed to show astrocyte proliferation in the dorsal horn of 

the spinal cord. Conversely, cultured mouse spinal astrocytes treated with the selective KOR 

agonist U50,488 showed increased proliferation, and increased phosphor-p38 MAPK-

immunoreactivity. Both of these effects were blocked by administration of either norBNI or 

the p38 MAPK inhibitor SB 203580, suggesting that the effects of the KOR may be 

mediated through this signaling pathway. Importantly, intrathecal injections of SB 203580 

for 7 days after partial sciatic nerve ligation reduced spinal astrocyte proliferation in vivo, an 

effect that correlated with decreased signs of neuropathic pain, such as allodynia and 

hyperalgesia (56). These findings suggest that in the context of SCI, morphine 

administration could exacerbate glial reactivity by binding to KORs on these cells.

Indeed, extensive in vitro and in vivo evidence suggests that opioid administration results in 

the activation of glial cells and the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines (24, 25, 57-60). 

For instance, lumbar dorsal spinal cord sections show significant increases in the release of 

IL-1β, IL-6, fractalkine, GRO/KC, MIP-1α, MCP-1 and TNF-α following 180 minutes of 

incubation with 100 μM morphine compared to media alone (24). Similarly, in vivo, 

increases in IL-1α, IL-1β, IL-6 and TNF-α have been demonstrated after 7 days of 

intrathecal morphine (24). We have also previously shown that in the SCI model, morphine 

administration results in increased expression of the pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-1β and 

IL-6 at the injury site (4). Although we originally suggested that these effects may result 

from morphine binding to non-classic opioid receptors, it is possible that this could also be 

due to activation of KORs on glial cells. Functionally, this could substantially increase the 

already highly inflammatory environment, leading to excitotoxic cell death, a possibility that 

could explain our histological results. Furthermore, glial activation at the level of the spinal 

cord might also contribute to central sensitization, a mechanism thought to underlie 

pathological pain (61).

Lastly, although not assessed in the current study, the NMDA receptor may also play a role 

in the morphine-induced attenuation of functional recovery. An interaction between opioids 

and NMDA receptors in the pathophysiology of spinal cord injury has been previously 
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described in the literature. In fact, the detrimental effects of the endogenous opioid 

dynorphin appear to be mediated by both KORs and NMDA receptors (62-64). Chronic 

morphine administration is also associated with neuronal apoptosis, potentially through an 

NMDA-regulated pathway. Mao et al. (13), for example, found increased protein expression 

of caspase-3 and Bax pro-apoptotic elements, accompanied by a decrease of the anti-

apoptotic Bcl-2 protein, in the dorsal horn of rats after prolonged morphine treatment. 

Notably, neuronal apoptosis was blocked by administration of MK-801, an NMDA receptor 

antagonist. This, combined with the downregulation of spinal glutamate transporters 

observed after chronic morphine administration (12) further suggests that increased cell loss 

may be the result of the highly toxic excitatory environment. In our model, using MK-801 as 

an adjuvant to intrathecal morphine may protect against the long-term adverse effects on 

recovery of function, and should be further investigated.

In conclusion, we have shown that activation of the KOR with GR89696 is sufficient to 

undermine locomotor recovery after SCI. By contrast, neither DAMGO nor [+]- morphine 

affected recovery. Based on these data, we hypothesize that the adverse effects of morphine 

on recovery of locomotor function are mediated by the KOR system. Now, given that 

frequently prescribed analgesics like oxycodone act through the KOR receptor system, it is 

paramount that we identify the mechanisms mediating the adverse effects of KOR activation 

after SCI. Indeed our data demonstrate that even very low doses of KOR ligands may 

undermine recovery; as shown by the attenuation of function observed at a dose 32-fold 

lower than an effective dose of morphine. Lastly, the role of the MOR and non-classic opioid 

receptors should not be discounted. Although we did not observe any effects of DAMGO or 

[+]- morphine after a single administration, it is possible that detrimental effects may emerge 

with prolonged administration (65). Ultimately, elucidating the molecular mechanisms 

underlying the effects of morphine, and other opioids, is imperative in order to develop 

pharmacological interventions that are both safe and efficacious in a clinical setting.
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Figure 1. 
Analgesic efficacy of intrathecal opioid receptor agonists. These graphs depict the effects of 

a single, intrathecal administration of DAMGO (A, E, I, M), DPDPE (B, F, J, N), GR89696 

(C, G, K, O) or [+]- morphine (D, H, L, P) on sensory reactivity. The analgesic efficacy of 

each specific opioid receptor agonist was determined by comparing change from baseline 

scores on tests of thermal (A-D) and mechanical reactivity (motor (E-H) and vocal (I-L) 

thresholds). At-level pain was also assessed using the girdle test (M-P). * p < 0.05.
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Figure 2. 
Effects of intrathecal DAMGO administration on recovery. Subjects were monitored for 21 

days following a moderate contusion SCI. Intrathecal administration of DAMGO, on day 1 

post-injury, did not affect locomotor recovery (A). Similarly, DAMGO administration did 

not affect weight gain across the 21-day recovery period (B).
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Figure 3. 
Effects of intrathecal GR89696 administration on recovery. Intrathecal administration of 

GR89696 significantly undermined the recovery of locomotor function after SCI, 

irrespective of the dose administered (A). In comparison to vehicle-treated controls, subjects 

that received GR89696 displayed significantly lower BBB scores on days 13-21 post-injury 

(B). Vehicle-treated subjects also outperformed subjects treated with GR89696 in the 

tapered beam (C) and ladder (D) tests, although these differences did not reach statistical 

significance. * p < 0.05.
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Figure 4. 
GR89696 did not affect the long-term recovery of sensory function. At the end of the 21-day 

recovery period, there were no group differences in thermal (A) or girdle (B) reactivity 

thresholds. Similarly, motor responses to mechanical stimulation in the von Frey test (C) did 

not differ across groups. Subjects that received 0.01 μmol of GR89696, however, showed 

lower vocal thresholds to tactile stimulation in comparison to those in the 0.32 μmol and 

control groups (D). * p < 0.05.
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Figure 5. 
Effects of intrathecal [+]- morphine administration on recovery. Treatment with the 

unnatural [+]- enantiomer of morphine in the acute phase of SCI did not affect either long-

term recovery of locomotor function (A) or weight (B).
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Figure 6. 
Effects of intrathecal GR89696 administration on tissue sparing following SCI. The dose-

dependent effects of GR89696 on lesion size (relative lesion), damage, residual gray matter, 

and residual white matter are depicted. A single 0.01 μmol dose of GR89696, administered 

in the acute phase of SCI, significantly decreased the amount of spared gray matter caudal to 

the injury center in comparison to vehicle-treated controls. *p < 0.05.
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